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Multimedia Foundations Glossary of Terms 

Chapter 13 – Video Production 
 

180-Degree Rule  A filmmaking convention used when shooting a scene, 

typically with two subjects, from multiple camera angles and 

takes. The axis of action is an imaginary vector or line that 

dissects both subjects in the scene. The 180-degree rule 

requires that cameras shooting from different angles be placed 

on the same side of the line in order to preserve directional 

continuity when the shots are edited together into a sequence. 

Arc  The movement of the entire camera and support system to the 

left or right along a curved path. A director specifies the path 

of an arc move with the commands arc left and arc right. 

B-Roll  A term used to describe individual shots that are intentionally 

acquired to enhance or illustrate the audio portion of a visual 

narrative.  

Backlight  A lighting instrument used in three-point lighting to separate 

the subject from the background by accentuating the contours 

of the subject’s hair and shoulders. 

Close-Up (CU)  A shot designation referring to relatively tight shots of the 

subject acquired from a narrow angle of view. An extreme 

close-up (XCU) moves in even tighter on a subject—for 

example, on the subject’s face or specific facial features such 

as the eyes or mouth. 

Coverage  A filmmaking term used to describe the number of shots and 

camera angles used to capture a scene or build a sequence.  

Cross-Shot  In a scene with two subjects, a cross-shot is an individual 

close-up shot of one subject, often from 45-degree angle.  

Dolly  A movement of the entire camera and support system forward 

or backwards in a relatively straight line A director specifies 

the path of a dolly move with the commands dolly in and 

dolly out. 

Establishing Shot  A wide shot crafted for the purpose of visually introducing 

the viewer to a new scene or location.  

Falloff  The degree to which the lit area of a subject transitions into 

shadow. 
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Fill Light  A lighting instrument used in three-point lighting to 

compensate for falloff by softening the dark shadows created 

by the key light without eliminating them entirely. 

Flag  A light modification tool used to block out direct light or 

prevent spill light from striking your subject. It functions as a 

barrier obstructing the passage of light beyond a certain point. 

Framing  The act of composing a shot within the viewfinder of a video 

camera. 

Fresnel  A focusable lighting instrument that allows the user to alter 

the angle of the beam across a range—from a narrow beam of 

hard light to a broad beam of softer light 

Handheld Shot  A shot composed while holding the camera by hand.  

Hard Light  A bright directional light source producing strong reflections 

and shadows. 

Headroom  The amount of space between the top of a subject’s head and 

the top of the video frame.  

High-Angle Shot  A shot composed from above the subject looking down. 

Key Light  A lighting instrument used in three-point lighting. It is usually 

the brightest of the three light sources and is used to highlight 

the basic shape of the subject. 

Lead Room  The amount of space between the front of a profiled subject 

and the left or right edge of the video frame.  

Low-Angle Shot  A shot composed from below the subject looking up. 

Master Shot  A medium- to wide-shot shot that includes all of the subjects 

in a scene within the frame. In a scene with two subjects, this 

is a two-shot, typically composed using symmetrically 

balance—with complementary framing of both subjects on 

the left and right side of the frame.  

Medium Shot (MS)  A shot designation referring to any number of shots falling 

between a close-up and a wide shot. Medium shots generally 

contains only a portion of the subject in the frame while 

allowing sufficient room for gestures, actions, or references to 

nearby people and objects just beyond the frame. The cutoff 

point for a medium shot can occur near the ankles, knees, 

waist, elbows, shoulders, or neck. 
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Monopod  A support system comprised of a single telescoping leg or 

pole upon which a camera is mounted for image stabilization.  

Natural Sound  The background or ambient sound in a scene that typically 

accompanies B-Roll.  

Pan  The swivel movement of a camera in a horizontal sweep, left 

or right, on a fixed pivot point. 

Pedestal  A camera support system designed for moving a camera up or 

down along a vertical shaft of pressurized air. 

Point of View  The angle from which a shot is acquired. In film grammar, a 

POV shot is one that reveals to the viewer what the subject is 

seeing through his or her own eyes.  

Primary Motion  A reference to motion within the frame that is produced by 

the movement of the real subjects or objects within the frame.  

Rack Focus  A technique used to shift the viewer’s attention from one 

subject to another along the z-axis by changing focus during a 

shot. 

Reflector  A light modification tool used to redirect light to fill in areas 

of the subject that are unevenly lit. 

Scene  An event within a film that takes place in a single location 

within a specific period of time 

Scrim  A translucent material made of spun glass, fabric, plastic, or 

wire mesh that’s placed between a lighting source and the 

subject to diffuse the beam and soften its cast. 

Secondary Motion  A reference to motion within the frame that is produced 

through the movement of the camera during shot acquisition. 

Sequence  An edited series of individual shots that promotes a sense of 

continuous action or narrative flow 

Shot/Shot List A continuous live or recorded moving image taken from a 

single camera’s point of view over time. A shot is the smallest 

standalone component in a visual time-based narrative. A shot 

list is a document containing a collection of shots that the 

director envisions needing for a particular video project or 

production endeavor. 
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Softbox A lighting fixture with a one-piece collapsible umbrella-like 

design with a curved reflective inside coating and a 

rectangular front. A diffusion scrim is stretched over the 

opening to create an even broad throw of light. 

Soft Light  A diffused light source that casts light shadows with soft 

edges. 

Sound Bite (SOT) A short excerpt, usually less than 20-seconds long, taken from 

a recorded on-camera interview. 

Spill Light  Random or unintentionally bounced or reflected light in a 

scene. 

Stand-Up  A narrative storytelling technique whereby a reporter or host 

speaks directly to the viewer while facing the camera head-

on. 

Take  A single recorded instance of a particular shot. 

Tertiary Motion  Or sequence motion. A reference to motion within the frame 

that is produced through editing or the application of video 

transitions and effects. 

Three-Point Lighting  A technique for lighting a single on-camera subject using 

three light sources arranged in a triangular pattern. Comprised 

of a key light, fill light, and backlight. 

Tilt  The swivel movement of a camera in a vertical sweep, up or 

down, on a fixed pivot point. 

Tripod  A support system comprised of three telescoping legs upon 

which a camera is mounted for image stabilization. 

Truck  A lateral movement of the entire camera and support system 

from left to right (or vice versa) in a relatively straight line A 

director specifies the path of an truck move with the 

commands truck left and truck right. 

Two-Shot  A shot designation referring to the inclusion of two subjects 

within the frame. 

Viewfinder  An optical or electronic device that allows the photographer 

or camera operator to see the field of view and compose the 

shot. 

Voiceover (VO)  A narrative device used to audibly support or describe the 

visual portion of a video program or segment. Recorded off-
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camera, a VO is the sound of the hidden announcer, 

storyteller, reporter, narrator, or host, who guides the 

audience through a program—filling in details while adding 

color and continuity to the linear presentation of visual 

information. 

Wide Shot (WS) A shot designation referring to any shot that reveals the 

subject in its entirety. 

 


